
Say each word in the box. Do you 
hear the sound of ng? 

belong    linger     hanger    tongue   song  angry      
singing      ring      single      wrong   wing  stranger     

lung     change    strong   finger    jungle 

Is the sound always spelled with an ng?  

Write the words with -ang in them. 
______________  ______________  ______________  

______________  

Write the words with –ing in them. 
______________  ______________  ______________   
______________  ______________   ______________ 

Write the words that sound like song. 
______________  ______________  ______________   

Write the words with -ung in them. 
______________  ______________   

Write the words from the box that might be                       
associated with the words below. 

lyrics 
bird 
glove 

monkey 
taste 
diamond 

___________
___________
___________ 

___________
___________
___________ 



Write the words from the box that might be                       
associated with the words below. 

lyrics song/singing 
bird wing 
glove finger 

monkey jungle 
taste tongue 
diamond ring 

Write the words with -ang in them. 
hanger   angry   stranger  

change 

Write the words with –ing in them. 
linger   singing   ring   
single   wing   finger 

Write the words that sound like song. 
belong   wrong   strong  

Write the words with -ung in them. 
lung   jungle  



Use a word from the box to complete 
each sentence.                                              

You might add an ending. 

belong    linger     hanger    tongue   song  angry      
singing      ring      single      wrong   wing  stranger     

lung     change    strong   finger    jungle 

1. Does this scarf _____________to Lucy? 
 
2.   Her diamond ______________looks beautiful on 
 her ______________. 
 
3. The girl was _____________the ____________so     

loudly, we could hardly hear the background 
music. 

 
4. The bird had a broken __________ and could 
 not fly.  
 
5. The ice cream felt cold against his 
 _______________. 
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1. My dress hung on a ______________ in  
 my closet.  
       
2.   To be ______________once in a while is a   
      normal emotion. 
 
3. The children_______________ near the 

door before school began.  
 
4. They drove the ____________ direction down a 

one way street.  
 
5. A ____________ strand of steel cable is 
      _____________enough to lift a car. 

Use a word from the box to complete 
each sentence.                                               

You might add an ending. 

belong    linger     hanger    tongue   song  angry      
singing      ring      single      wrong   wing  stranger     

lung     change    strong   finger    jungle 
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2+3 

Use a word from the box to complete 
each sentence.                                               

You might add an ending. 

1. belong 
2. ring  finger 
3. singing  song 
4. wing 
5. tongue 

1. hanger 
2. angry 
3. lingered 
4. wrong  
5. single  strong 


